History of the Tchorek family
The family's known history began in the town of Drobin in Poland. The town is northwest of Warsaw at
a distance of 88 kilometers. Drobin is on the intersection of Route 60 connecting Plock and the town of
Ciechanow, and Route 10, which leads from Warsaw to the northwest. In 1827, 1919 inhabitants were
counted in the town, of whom 1,409 were Jews. Drobin is now a small town with about two hundred or
three hundred houses with about four thousand inhabitants. There are no Jews.
Of the approximately 1,000 Jews before World War II, about 50-60 survived. The Nazis destroyed the
Jewish cemeteries and used tombstones to build sidewalks. In 1960 one of the survivors of Drobin
managed to convince the Polish government to collect all the tombstones and to bury them together.
There is also a video of the place1.
What remains today is the tombstone that marks the burial site of the tombstones:

1. A monument to the Jews of Drobin in the center of what was the Jewish cemetery
There is also a monument to the Jews of Drobin in New York2.
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fI2J8ukAtFM
United Hebrew Cemetery Inc. 122 Arthur Kill Road, Staten Island, NY, USA. Tel: 718-351-0230
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Towns participating in our story:

2. Map of Warsaw and surroundings - Google Maps

Drobin, Poland 52 ° 45 'N 19 ° 59' E 88 km NW of Warszawa
Ciechanów, Poland 52 ° 53 'N 20 ° 37' E 75 km NNW of Warszawa
Pultusk, Poland 52 ° 43 'N 21 ° 06' E 50 km N of Warszawa
Sochaczew, Poland 52 ° 14 'N 20 ° 15' E 51 km W of Warszawa
Malawa (outside the map, 30 km north of Ciechanow, until World War I close to the German border):
Mława, Poland 53 ° 07 'N 20 ° 23' E 105 km NNW of Warszawa
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Most of the area around Warsaw was part of Russia until the First World War. Under Russian rule, any
son who was not a firstborn was drafted into the army at the age of 15 years. Farmers' families in the
feudal system were simply the property of the local prince. The method was accepted, for example, in
England as well, since according to the inheritance system practiced in Europe, the eldest son would
inherit all family property (ie the "right" to be a farmer on the Prince's land) and other children were
destitute. The Princes' families were the officers and the Prince himself a general. The military service
lasted 25 years, followed by full pension (not a big deal since the life expectancy was 40 years). In
contrast, Jewish law states that the inheritance is divided into all the sons, only that the eldest son
receives twice as much as the other sons, and daughters received a dowry of 10% of the parents
property - that is, their inheritance is during their parents lives. In addition, the Jews were reluctant to
send their sons to the service of the local nobleman as soldiers, which involved the inability to observe
most of the commandments of Judaism. Therefore, in many cases, Jewish children were not registered
in the Population Registry, and there were called "disappeared". In other cases, they changed the
surname of a second or third son as if he belonged to another family, which cut off the research chain.
Affluent families could pay quite a large sum and redeem their sons from military service.
The Russian government imposed a tax of 10% of the property of a person who got married. As a
result, many marriages took place in a religious manner without informing the authorities, and children
born to such marriages were registered as bastards in the government registry. Our ancestors in the
Tchorek family were probably "square", having records of marriages and births of second and a third
son with all the correct details. Or perhaps they could pay a fee instead of military service. One can
also see the registration of parents as married at the time of registration of a child's birth, meaning that
they were married in a state marriage in addition to the religious one.
Another issue that makes research difficult is the use of a previous city name instead of a last name.
Sometimes the name of the city will be set as a family name for future generations. But sometimes it
caused confusion when they alternately used the name of the city and the family name before family
names were stable. In addition, in many cases, one of the father's names is used in place of a surname,
according to the custom in Russia. Among the Jews in Poland, they sometimes used the term "Rabbi
of..." instead of the name of that rabbi, and sometimes a name of book he wrote instead of his name.
Also known are nicknames such as "the visionary", "the Sheraf", "the old Rebbe" and more - all cause
difficulties in search.
Another issue that needs attention is the fact that life expectancy in the 19th century was short, and
many men and women died in youth. So there are many cases of second marriage.
In Poland, births, marriages and deaths were not recorded until Napoleon conquered the area. He
created registration laws as part of a number of laws called Napoleon Code. Every town has an
organized record of each event - birth, marriage and death beginning in 1810 or a little later. The Polish
government allows copying birth certificates only if they are over 100 years old, making it difficult to
search. Only in 2015 they began to allow photocopy of certificates of marriage and death of more than
80 years (instead of 100 years). "Younger" Certificates can be photocopied only with a notarized
certificate that the applicant is a direct descendant of the person listed on the certificate. Records of the
purchase and sale of property and prenuptial property agreements were made by notaries, and such
records can be searched and photocopied only with a fee of the note holder, grandchild, g-grandchild
or g-g-grandchild of the notary. In addition, some of the records preserved in the town hall or in the
notary's house did not survive the First and Second World Wars or just regular fires.
When we first looked up the grandfather's name - Tchorek, it turned out that there were records in
Polish towns from about 1820. At that time family names also began to be fixed, until then there were
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no commonly used surnames. In the 1970s, the Mormons began a project of photographing all the
records in Europe. They filmed all the records they found in high-definition monochrome black and
white films. A Jewish association borrowed the films from the Mormons and asked volunteers to read
the films and put the names of the newborn, the couple or the deceased in tables. In our search, many
records from the early 19th century were found in the town of Drobin, Poland, with our surname. There
was a need to go to the Mormon church and ask for a list of microfilms they had filmed in Poland, find
the microfilm containing the drawings from Drobin, order a copy, wait a few weeks for it to come, go
back to the church, look for the photograph in the film in a microfilm projector and print the
photograph, Then ask someone who understands Polish to translate the very curly and hard-to-read
manuscript. Years later it turned out that the translation was not exact since the records was in Russian
(a little like Polish but ...) and had to be translated again. In the meantime, an association3 of Jews has
been established, which reprints all the records from Europe in high quality and decodes all the names
in each listing (parents, children, etc.), and on their website you can search for and see the names that
you are looking for. A small donation to the association helped finance the photographs and the
deciphering in two towns that are connected to us. Still, the language of records (Russian or Polish) is
archaic and difficult to translate today, and the writing is very curly and stylized and difficult to read.
For us it is almost impossible since in Russian the letters are completely different. Maybe in a few
years a computerized translation will be available, which will make it much easier to search ancient
documents.
The source of the name Tchorek
The name Tchorek4 appears dozens of times in the records of Drobin in the 19th century. There were
probably a number of parallel families, which began with a common father in the 18th century. The
name is spelled in various forms over the years, the earliest spelling in Hebrew / Yiddish is ""טחורק
from 1835, but then the " "חwas apparently pronounced weaker than ""כ. Today, the non-emphasis ""כ
is weaker than ""ח. In Polish the word is expressed with “ch” very weak and hardly heard, so we use "
"כ. Later, the name appear as “Tchorik”, and thenin Yeddish “Tcharek” (")”טכארעק. The "ch" sounded
so weak that in some of the records the name was spelled "Thorek", which caused a delay in finding
these records. Family members who came to the United States changed the name to Chorek, which can
be pronounced in English.
The meaning of the name was not clear. Since Yehiel and Pnina converted their name to Theresa (“
)”תרזה, we thought it might be the name of a tree. Another hypothesis was that the name means a hill
with fruit trees. In our search we found several cases in which the name appears in the literature:
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http://jri-poland.org/jriplweb.htm
TCHOREK, TCHÓREK, TCHÖREK
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3. Section of ancient travels book5
Here the name appears as a national dish of Tartars - soup dumplings (familiar?). The Tatars were
invited to Poland during the wars between Poland and Sweden in the 17th century, which began in
1600 and continued until 1629. The Poles needed fierce fighters and several thousand Tatars were
recruited (apparently well paid) with their families. All were considered nobility - at that time the
significance of belonging to the nobility was that every nobleman was entitled to bear arms and use it
against any no-nobleman (including killing any non-noble free-free, not noble would be arrested
immediately if seen with weapons). He would not pay any taxes and would be drafted into the army as
an officer from the age of 15, for 25 years of service followed by a pension, but they apparently
continued to wear uniforms even when they were retired. Most of them apparently served in the army
even after the wars against Sweden because as nobles they could not work in any other profession but
the army welcomed them with open arms. Only nobles could have been officers, and officers were able
to raise a family because they had family residences on military bases. To date there are 2000-3000
ethnic Tatars in Poland. So the Tartars probably brought the dumplings soup to Poland, but it is clear
that today dumplings soup is a national dish of Polish Jews.
The name appears in other sources like that of a river that spilled into the east of the Black Sea:

5

"Sketches of Central Asia : additional chapters on my travels, adventures, and on the ethnology of Central Asia"
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4. Section of an English magazine6
The river was quite far to the east of Poland, but there were Tartars in the area.
And there is also a mountain with a name similar to our with height of 2442 meters in the Caucasus
Mountains:

5. Section of a book7
6
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The Gentleman's Magazine, Volume 242, Page 756
See the name of the book in the first and second line of the section
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But apparently there is another meaning. We searched for and found a dictionary of family names from
Poland:

6. Meaning of the name Tchorek in a dictionary8 - Ferret
The pronunciation according to the dictionary is in the form of a very weak "ch". Note that the letter
"O" is dotted here with a small line that behaves as a punctuation for the O. This punctuation differs
from the punctuation in Figure 3. In Figures 4 and 5 there is no punctuation, apparently the books were
intended for English readers. The pronunciation is different from the pronunciation that we heard from
our forefathers and mothers, but it is not clear how their Polish conformed to ancient Polish, and Polish
speakers today do not even know the meaning of our name.
Ferret9 is an animal called in Hebrew “Chamus”. The ferret is a cat-sized predator, common in Europe
and domesticated about 3000 years ago from a wild species called weasel. In the Middle Ages it was
common in Europe as a domestic animal for rodent control, because cats were considered by the
Church to be associated with Satan and witches, and whoever kept a cat in the house might fall to the
church grip. Leonardo da Vinci painted only four portraits of women, one of them is the "Lady with the
Ferret" which is now in the museum in Krakow, Poland.

8. Ferret 110

9. The Lady with the Ferret by Leonardo da Vinci 211

So we came to the conclusion that we are ferrets.
8
9
10
11

A Dictionary of Jewish Surnames From the Kingdom of Poland, by Alexander Beider, Avotainu 1996
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ferret
http://www.muzeum-czartoryskich.krakow.pl
https://pixabay.com/en/photos/ferret/
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10. Family tree in Drobin
The family
In 1835 there was a marriage registration in Drubin. (Dov) Tkorek, 27, son of Avraham and Rivka
(Avraham the father died before marriage), Sheina (Yaffa), 16 years old, daughter of Yitzchak
Sheinwald and Chana bat Aharon. In the years 1827 and 1829 there are birth records of two sons of
other Karkur families, probably cousins.
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Here is the record and its translation:

11. Marriage registration of Ber Tchorek and Shajna
[In Polish] Was held in Drobin on March 19/31, 1835, at 4 pm. The Jew Yaakov Gluszlag, the
local deputy rabbi appeared, and the Jew Ber Tchorek a bachelor at the age of 27 living in
Drobin, who was born here in Drobin to the late Abram and Rivka Tchorek married, she reside
in Drobin, and the single Shejna age 16 the daughter of Yitzhak and Hanna Aharonovitchov
[=Daughter of Aharon] married and living in the city of Drobin, and the witnesses: Moshe
Goldwasser at the age of 23 ... and Pesach Horowitz at the age of 34 ... residents of the city of
Drobin, testify that today the Jewish couple: Ber Tuhurik and Shaina hold a religious wedding,
after 3 announcements made on days: 7 + 14 + 21 March This year here in Drobin, and that the
marriage was preceded by the parents' verbal consent. The couple informed us that an oral
contract had been made before the marriage. This certificate was read to those who present and
was signed by the official of the Civil Status Office and by the rabbi and the witnesses.
Jacob Gotschlag Yashniewski Pesach Horowitz Moshe Goldwasser Signatures: Ber Tchorek
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The records we find are sometimes in Polish and sometimes in Russian, since the entire center of
Poland was controlled by Russia after the Napoleonic Wars and until the First World War. The bride's
last name was not recorded.
The issue of the date “19/31 March”: Since the area was under Russian control, the date is given
according to Georgian Christian dating (Catholic date - March 19) and Russian Parvoslavi (which is the
Julian calendar March 31) that are different by 12 days.
"Married" - the writer explicitly notes that they are married because there were many couples who lived
with only religious marriages and without civil registration (due to the heavy tax), and those were not
called married in government records.
It is unclear what the declarations are about. The dates of the declarations are according to Russian
dating, and there seems to have been a Russian law to declare a wedding before the wedding takes
place in order to prevent a remarriage without divorce. This was a problem that the Christian system in
Europe had suffered for centuries - since a divorce was forbidden in Catholic and Orthodox
Christianity, people would marry again while concealing the fact that they are already married to
someone else.
Oral contract - probably referring to a financial contract. In rich families it was customary to make a
financial contract with a notary.
The photocopy of the certificate has colored squares in the center, so it arrived, apparently a mark to
prevent copying, since the photocopy of the certificate was purchased with money. In the future it will
be easier to obtain certificates as there is a process of scanning and placing on the Internet all the
listings in Poland.
In 1837, a daughter was born to Dov and Yaffa, and she was named Chana Rivka. In the registration of
the birth was the mother's last name - Sheinwald (that reappears in other documents). In 1840 another
daughter, Gittel, was born and died in 1842.
In 1843 the birth certificate of a son of a Tchorek family was found:
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12. Registration of the birth of Aharon Yosef Tchorek
[In Polish] was held in Drobin on May 12/24, 1843 at 11 am. The Jewish [father] Ber Tchorek, a
tailor who lives in the city of Drobin at the age of 30, appeared in the presence of the [witnesses]
Pesach Horowitz at the age of 46 and Yehuda Weishnitz at the age of 51, a teacher/teachers
[possibly also students] from the city of Drobin, and testify that the baby that was brought in was
born on 11/23 May of this year at 7 am, from his married wife Shaina Sheinwald at the age of 28,
and in the Brit Milah he was given the name Aharon Yosef.
Civil Status Office Clerk (T. Wekrano?)
Ber Tchorek

Pasch Horovic

Juda Wisnitz

In some records, Ber Tchorek's profession is described as a tailor. Of course he worked as a tailor for
men's clothes, and sewed shirts, trousers, and coats. Apparently the tailoring went through the family
because Chana Tchorek-Liebermann learned - probably at home - sewing and cutting (according to
pictures in the magazines and through paper that is marked on the body by which the cloth is cut). The
son Aharon Yosef is also listed as a tailor in later documents.
The issue of the teachers or the students: In Russian the word is "Shkolnik" - that is, a man of the
Shkol, a man of the school. This means that it can be a teacher or a student in a Beit Midrash. In
addition to the teachers, it was common for those who could not work anymore to spend their time
studying in the beit midrash. This is also true of people who retired from the Russian army after 25
years of service.
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Ber Tchorek signed his name in Yiddish, in Hebrew letters (also in his marriage registration he signed,
but less beautiful):

13. Signature of Ber Tchorek
The name Aharon Yosef is inscribed on the tombstones of his sons on the Mount of Olives and on the
title page of a book written by his son Abraham. Since we found a single record of the birth of a son
named Aaron Yosef to the Tchorek family in all of Poland, it became a thread to search for, and it was
possible to continue back and forth in time for additional records. It was very helpful that the name
Tchorek is very rare, and there are only a few dozen records, most of them in the town of Drobin.
Please note that this birth was 8 years after the marriage, but the groom is 3 years older and the bride
was 12 years old. There probably is simply an estimate of the ages or translation errors. Until the
conquest of Poland by Napoleon there was no registeration of births, and apparently the recorder
registered the ages according to what he saw. The dates of the events themselves are more accurate
because the records were written in books in the order of registration. In the middle of the 19th century,
age records began to be much more accurate, since each person had a copy of his birth record.
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In 1850 Dov and Yaffa were born twins and were named Moshe and Mendel:

14. Registration of the birth of the twins Moshe and Mendel Tchorek
In the town of Drobin, on March 13/25, 1850, at 8 am, presented the Jewish man Berek Tchorek,
a tailor who lives here at the age of 45, and in the presence of witnesses Yehuda Weismitz, 65
years old, and Pesach Horowitz, 56 years old, students who are living in Drobin, he presented to
us two male babies who were born here in Drobin the day before to his wife Shaina Sheinwald,
32 years old, and the twins were given the names Moshe and Mendel. This certificate was written
and read to those who arrived and signed by us and by them.
Ber Horak Yehudah Weissmitz

Pesach Hurwitz

(-) Civil Status Office Clerk

Back to Aaron Joseph. He was a follower of Rabbi Dov Berish of Biala. "After the death of his teacher,
Aharon Yosef was a follower of Rabbi Yechiel Danziger, the ADMO”R of Alexander, after whom two
grandchildren of Aharon Yosef were named.
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Our Relative Genealogy researcher Naftali Aharon Wachstein found the following passage:

15. Excerpt from the book "Pinkas Malunu", printed in 1905, page 137,
in an article by Avraham David Winditzky
... In the Beit Midrash of Alexander, among the most important Chassidim and the great ones
were also tailors and other craftsmen. The tailor R. Yosef Tcharek, who was known as the Chassid
(Das Hasidil), was one of the Torah's great scholars. He left behind three Torah scholars. The
eldest - Rabbi Avraham Tacharak, author of many books, commentary on the Torah, books of
Moral and Kabbalah, who died a few years ago in Jerusalem. The second - R. Herzel, and the
third - R. Jacob, both of them - magnificent Torah scholars, and both died in Tel Aviv ...

[Herzel Tahorek died in Jerusalem, he lived on Mea Shearim Street in Jerusalem and was buried on the
Mount of Olives. Yaakov Tarkurk is also buried on the Mount of Olives]
Aharon Yosef married a woman named Ester Mitzman, born in 1842. The marriage registration was
found only after many searches, as the groom's surname is spelled “TOREK” in the tables of the search
engine.
Marriage certificate no. 8/1863: of the couple Aharon Yosef Tchorak and Esther Mitzman of
Drobin. The registration [in Polish] was held in Drobin on October 10, 1863, at 10 am, and was
attended by Rabbi Shlomo Hersh Bornstein, Aharon Yosef Tchorek and Ester Mitzman, and the
witnesses: Pesach Horowitz at the age of 66 and Yitzhak Zik at age 63 teachers living here in
Drobin, and they testify that yesterday at 2 pm there was a religious wedding between the couple
[the bridegroom] Aharon Yosef Tchorek Single at the age of 20 son of Ber and Shejna married
couple Tchorek [the bride] Esther Mitzman single aged 20 daughter of Mordechai and {mativvu?}
Mitzman married couple Mitzman, after 3 announcements made on Saturdays: 3 + 10 + 17
October this year in the local synagogue.

The death records of Esther's parents, Mordechai and Miriam, were found in the town of Drobin.
Death certificate no. 21/1880: of Miriam Mitzman. The registration [in Russian] took place in
Drobin on August 11, 1880 at 10 am. Appered hersz Sarna, a shop owner at the age of 49, and
Josef {Quasnay}, age 46, residents of Drobin, testified before us that yesterday, at 3 o'clock in the
day in Drobin, Miriam Mitzman died at the age of 80, daughter of unknown. Left a husband
Mordechai Mitzman.
Death certificate No. 25/1881: of Mordechai Mitzman. The registration (in Russian) took place in
Drobin on October 11, 1881. Appeared Joseph {Kuasnay}, owner of a drinking house at the age of
46, and Meir Bornstein, a shopkeeper 37 years old, and declare that yesterday at 4 in the
afternoon in Drobin, Mordechai Mitzman died at the age of 85, son of Barka and Fejga married
couple Mitzman.
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Through the DNA test of Herzl Lieberman-Laor we contacted a woman named Cheryl MacKeller, a
descendant of the Mitzman family of Drobin. She said that the name Mitzman was invented by one of
her ancestors, apparently to avoid enlistment to the army during the Napoleonic Wars.
The photograph of Esther Mitzman-Tchorek's was found:

16. Esther Mitzman - Tchorek
The photograph is apparently from the time of the immigration to Eretz Israel in the summer of 1925,
when she immigrated with her son Herzl Naftali and his family. Esther was then 82 years old.
Apparently he should have been photographed for the visa for aliyah. See below for details on
immigration to Palestine.
Esther died in 1928, 17 Tevet 1928, at the age of about 85. According to the testimony of her
granddaughter Chana Tkorek-Lieberman, she died peacefully in her sleep without any preliminary sign.
Esther was buried on the Mount of Olives of Jerusalem, Warsaw cemetery, plot A, row III, tomb 36.
The tomb was destroyed and the tombstone was stolen during the rule of Jordan in East Jerusalem.
For a long time we did not know where Esther was buried. After many visits to the Hevra Kadisha of
the Hasidim in Jerusalem, they finally agreed to open the safe and remove the book in which the burials
were recorded. It turns out that in the past they only registered the name of the deceased and his/her
father's name, and after a while they added the name of the family. There is quite a lot of Esther from
the period. The inscription is with fountain pen. Since the father's name corresponds to Esther's
marriage registration, it is certain that this is the correct listing.

17. A section of a registration page in the fook of burials
The inscription reads, "Esther, daughter of Rabbi Mordechai of Warsaw." But they apparently wrote the
city name Warsaw as the name of the general area in which Mordecai lived.
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Plot A is about to be renovated by Kollel Poland, Warsaw houses 1, 40 Strauss St. Jerusalem. Let's hope
that part of the renovation will include a new tombstone. The director is Moshe Bezalel Burshkowsky 050-415-2000. Instructions on how to get there are in the file Visit in Jerusalem.
The couple Aharon Yosef Tchorek and Esther Mitzman-Tchorek had three sons whom we know of,
Abraham, Herzel Naftali and Yaakov.
Avraham Torkak

18. Birth registration of Avraham Tchorek
Took place in the city of Drobin on the first day of July 13, 1867 at 10 am Aharon Yosef Tchorek,
a 25-year-old resident of Drobin, was present in the presence of witnesses Yehuda Weismit, 80
years old, and Pesach Horowitz, 69 years old, both students from the town of Drobin, a male
baby was presented and declared that he was born here in Drobin on the 23rd of June / 4th of
July at the present year, at 11 AM, from his wife Esther nee Mitzman 25 year old. The boy was
given the name Avraham at the time of the covenant, and was signed only by us, as the witnesses
declared that they do not know to write in Polish.
Supervisor of Civil Status Documents (-)
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What seems very clear in this document is that the baby's name was added only after the circumcision.
At the time of writing the certificate, a place was left and a wavy line below. The name is added with a
dip pen (probably a feather) and the lines are thicker. This is perhaps one of the reasons that if a baby
has been given two or three names, sometimes only the first one is recorded.
Abraham was born in 1867 in the town of Drobin and moved in an unknown time to the town of
Ciechanow. Abraham immigrated to Eretz Israel in 1905 with a large group of Chasidim, influenced by
their rabbi, the ADMO”R of Alexander. Abraham sometimes presents himself in the cover of his book
"Abraham Ciechanover", that is Abraham of Ciechanow.
Avraham married on October 30, 1887 in Ciechanow with Esther Batya, born in the city of Makov,
daughter of Ephraim Meir Friedman and Rivka Lea nee Marcus. Six children were born - Dov (who
died at the age of two), Yaakov Mordechai (who died at the age of 6 months), Yechiel (apparently
named after Yechiel Danziger, the ADMO”R of Alexander, it is common with Chasidim to call a son
after who was their teacher), Ephraim-Meir, Malka and Yaffa. Esther Batya died in 1911 in Jerusalem,
and Abraham married a woman named Necha. Necha had no children. Necha was apparently a wicked
stepmother, so much so that Yechiel ran away from home at age 13 to Rishon Letzion where he worked
as a laborer. Yechiel married his cousin Pnina, the daughter of Herzl Naftali. Their last names were
Tchorek, and they convert it to Tirza.
In an ancient letter that was recently found, it is told about Abraham who passed on the street on
Shabbat and saw a young man smoking a cigarette and fainted with sorrow.
Abraham the Kabbalist, who was so called in light of his extraordinary genius in the mystical and
occult doctrine - Kabbalah, wrote many books.
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19. The title page of one of Avraham's books
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20. List of books written by Avraham, from a late printing of one of his books
On the 70th anniversary of his passing, an extensive article was written about Avraham and his family,
in attachement to the newsletter Hamodia (the journal of the Hasidic community) on November 5,
2012. The article also contains comments about Herzl and his image. The author of the article is Rabbi
Naftali Wakstein, g-g-grandson of Avraham, who is an expert on the construction and deciphering of
family trees, and is a Gur Chasid. Naftali Wakstein also edited a new edition of Abraham's book Tiferet
Avraham - on the Torah, which was published by Baruch David Gottlieb.
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Avraham died on May 2, 1942, at the age of 74, and was buried on the Mount of Olives.

21. The grave of Abraham Tchorek
The grave is located next to the path that leads to the burial cave of Gur House, line 24, Tomb 13.
Directions for the arrival are in a file of a visit to Jerusalem.
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Hersz Zvi Nafthali Herzel Tchorek

22. Birth registration of Herzl Tchorek
[In Russian] was held in Drobin on 3/15 July at 9 am in 1871 (this comes out in the BKU 26
Tammuz 1871, and perhaps Tzal 3/15 in June and then it is Thursday 25 Sivan). (The father)
Aharon Yosef Tchorik ... in Drobin at the age of 27, and the witnesses: Yitzhak [Zina ...] ... at the
age of 70 [painter?] And Hersz Charni, a shopkeeper at the age of 40, from Drobin, attesting to
the baby who was born at 5 in the morning (25 Sivan / Tammuz 1871), from his wife Esther nee
Mitzman at the age of 27, and in the Brit Milah he was given the name Hersz.

The exact date is unclear - June or July. There is a need to search the original books and see what dates
show on the page before and after the above registration. (This registration is number B38, registration
B37 is for STUDENT Abram and B40 is for SZPIRO Tanchon, but the dates of these two listings are
not yet available online).
In the above list, the first word in the fourth row from the bottom (second line above the signatures)
appears to be written between two vertical lines, apparently a place was added to the name and since
the name was short, the vertical lines were added to fill the place.
Hersz (Polish, in Yiddish: Hersh, Hebrew: Zvi) in Yiddish/German means a deer, and the Hebrew
name, which was not recorded in the certificate, is Naftali. The names Naftali - Zvi usually appear
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together, since the tribe of Naphtali is associated in the Bible with deer. Hersz apperantly changed his
name when he immigrated to Israel to Herzel.
Herzl's first wife was Rachel Malka, daughter of Aharon Chaim Rosenberg and Chana (or Chaya)
Rosenstein:
[In Russian] was held in Ciechanow on February 4, 1891 at 8 pm. Witnesses: ... Yankel at the age
of 33 and the teacher Hersz Gernago at the age of 62 from the town of Ciechanow, attest that on
the day ... {the day} ... the groom {resident} of the city of Mlawa Hersz Tchorek Single at the age
of 19 son of Aharon Yosef and Esther nee Mitzman the residents of the village of Maataru {Area}
Ciechanow, and Rachel Malka Rozenberg Single at the age of 21 years daughter of Aharon Chaim
and Chana [on the death certificate of Rachel Malka the mother is named as Chhanna] nee
Rozenstein. Declarations were made on: 15 + 22 + 29 December last year, and 5 + 12 + 19
January this year. Rabbi Zeidenfeld

Mlawa is a town north of Ciechanow, 20 km away. It is interesting to note that the groom was a
resident of Mlawa while his parents were living in Mataro/Ciechanow. Hersz could have been a scholar
at a Yeshiva of the Alexander Chassidim in Mlawa. We note that later both Hersz and his father moved
to live in Mlawa, we have seen earlier that the father was learning at the Yeshiva in Mlawa. In the
notary registration of the purchase of the house in Ciechanow (see below) it is noted that Herzel is a
resident of Mlawa.
In 1898, Herzel bought a house in the Tatari neighborhood of the town of Ciechanow (apparently part
of a neighborhood called Nozhbo in the south of Ciechanow). The house was made of wood on an area
of 1.6 hectares [4 Acres]. A neighborhood known as Tartar was probably the Tartar residence, which
was, as noted, nobles and usually rich. Since such transactions were registered with notaries, the
registration was maintained and we obtained a photocopy of the document12. No translation yet.

12 AP Malwa: Notary Office of Zygmunt Mazowiecki 1898, act # 314
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23. Notarized registration of the purchase of the house
Rachel Malka and Herzl had three children: Yechiel was born in 1898, Sheina [birth date unknown],
and Miriam, who was born in 1905 or 1906. Rachel Malka died in 1906 after 15 years of marriage.
[Russian] was held in Ciechanow on 2/15 January 1906 at 5 pm. Appeared the guard of a school
Yanakal {Lacha} at the age of 47 and Leib Kanaran at the age of 42, residents of the city of
Ciechanow, and testify that today at 2 am at the village of Matarya area... died Rachel Malka
Tchorek daughter of Aharon Chaim and Chaya [in the marriage certificate of Rachel Malka,
Chana] nee Rosenstein the age of 36, left behind by her husband Hersz and children: Yechiel
Scheinah and Miriam.

In 1924 Yechiel married a woman named Miriam Chana (Mania) nee Mundrezek and they had three
children: Rachel-Rachela (born 1926), Yosef and Malka. They lived on 14 Kopernika Street in a town
that is now called Leginova and was called before the war Yablono. Yechiel and his wife owned a
grocery store and according to family stories they were musicians. The entire family perished in the
Holocaust, apparently in Bergen-Belsen (according to Dvora Tkorek-Shalem).
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24. The first family of Herzl Naftali
Our grandmother, Yocheved, hoped that the daughter Rachela had survived the Holocaust, and she
filled out a form in the Jewish Agency's Search for Relatives section (picture on the next page).
According to the form the family ran a grocery shop. Yechiel was active in the Revisionist Alliance of
the Soldiers, an organization within the Revisionist Zionism of Ze'ev Jabotinsky. Most of the members
of the movement were discharged soldiers from the Polish army, and since Yehiel married only at the
age of 26, he may have served in the Polish army during World War I or in the Polish-Russian war of
1919-20. There were approximately 25,000 members of Alliance of the Soldiers before the Second
World War. The few who succeeded in immigrating to Israel organized themselves in the underground
organization ETZ”L.
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25. A search page for relatives who were filled by grandmother Yocheved for
Rachela, daughter of Yechiel Tchorek
Szajna (Hebrew: Yaffa) immigrated to Israel with Herzel's new family. Her birth registration was not
found, but it was clear that she was middle-child, and the possible range is 1899 to 1905.
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Miriam died in 1906 at the age of 9 months, after her mother Rachel Malka died.
After the death of his first wife, Herzl married Yocheved Miriam nee Sochaczewski in 1907.
Sochaczewski is is variation designating the name of the town from which the family originated,
Sochaczew (50 kilometers west of Warsaw - see map on page 1 above), and the name became a family
name. We know from family stories that she was relatibve to the ADMO”R of Alexander (the Danziger
family). Alexander is a suburb of the city of Lodz in Poland, and Alexander was an important Hasidic
dynasty, but most of them perished in the Holocaust. After search of records of the period, we found the
connection to the family of the ADMO”Rs, the Danziger family, and that Yocheved was born in the city
of Pultusk in 1883. For the Sochaczewski and Danziger families we will prepare separate books of
history.

26 Yocheved and Herzel Tchorek
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27. Marriage registration of Herzl Tkorek and Yocheved Miriam Sochachevsky
Took place in the city of Pultusk on the eighth of January 1907 at 12 o'clock on the day.
Personally presented the Jewish rabbi of Pultusk region in Aram Baram? In the presence of
witnesses, the merchant Baruch Rosenblum, 76 years old, and Yehoshua Leib Goldmacher, 43
years old, residents of the town of Pultusk ... declared that before him on the fourth of this
January at 12 PM a religious marriage pact was held between the merchant Hersch Torkek, a
widower aged 35, the son of Aharon Yosef and Esther nee Mitzman couple Tchorek, who was born
in the town of Drobin, a resident of the city of Mlawa, and Miriam Yocheved Sochaczewski, a 23
year old daughter of Moshe Feivel and Feiga nee Gorman. Sochachevsky couple, who was born
and lives in the city of Pultusk with her parents. This marriage was preceded by three
announcements that were published in the Mlawa synagogue on 21 and 28 October and 4
September 1906 and at the Pultusk school on 4 + 11 + 18 November. ...
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According to the continuation of the marriage registration (unfortunately not translated), the couple
entered into a prenuptial agreement. There must have been a lot of property, which fits the family
stories. The monetary agreement was made by a notary in Pultusk, where the woman's family lived, but
all the documents of that notary were lost. We assume that since Herzel owned property that came from
the family of his first wife, during the second marriage the ownership of the children of the first wife
was recorded on part of the property (see registration of the sale of the house below).
Yocheved and Herzl had eight children: Pnina, Yitzhak Israel Yerachmiel, Malka, Tamara, Chana,
Dvora, Rivka and Chava. They were all born in Poland. The name Yitzchak Yisrael Yerachmiel is
identical to the name of the third Rebbe of the Alexander House, who died in 1910, so it is clear that he
is named after him.

28. The Second Family of Herzel Naftali
We are still waiting for a scan to be done by an association that collects data in Poland. No registration
of the family's children is yet available, although some of the children, up to perhaps Tamara or
Hannah, were born more than 100 years ago.
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According to the stories of Hannah Tchorek-Lieberman, Herzl was the owner of a grain warehouse in
Ciechanow, north of Warsaw. The warehouse had a private railway line with a weight that weights two
whole cars. Herzel bought wheat and exported to England in large quantities (whole trains) and had
commercial relations with a grain merchant in London. One year the grain in Russia was very low
quality (drought or floods?). The English merchant, unaware of this, ordered a large quantity of wheat.
Herzel sent one sack of the wheat as a sample, and explained in a letter [Hannah also said that Herzel
learned English] that this is the quality of the wheat. The Englishman canceled the order and bought it
from another country. A year later the merchant's son came to Russia to get to know Herzel who had
not cheated him.
We found the notary registration of the purchase of the land, according to which Herzel had a partner
named Moshe Ze'ev Tillem-Tehillim (in Russian, there is no “H”, and therefore the name Tehillim is
written as Tillem). The land was purchased in two stages, the first in 191213 and the second in 191314. It
seems that Moshe Zeev was also a partner in the warehouse, and that the partners built the warehouse
and connected it to the railroad tracks after the purchase. The warehouse was on a train line connecting
Warsaw, Ciechanow, Mlawa [all of them in Russia], continued to Germany and continued on to the port
city that was under the German rule named Danzig and is now called Gdansk in Poland.

29. Registration of the land purchase agreement - first phase in 1912
On March 7, 1912 [the date according to the Russian calendar], the notary Kazimierz Ben Yosef
Kashnika, a notary in the area under the court of Plock [now Poland, then Russia] who served in
the land registry of the lawyers of the town of Ciechanow, appeared the seller Brunon Ignesi (two
first names)15 Gutkowski and the buyers Moshe Wolf (two first names) son of Shmuel-Nissan
Tilam and Hersz son of Aharon-Yosef Tchorek (resident of Tetry, Ciechanov) Both are Russian
citizens and have legal status and have prepared the next deed of sale:
§1 Bronon Ignacy describes that he inherited a mansion bought by his father in 1833 and he sells
from the estate a land area of about 0.85 hectar [2.1 acres] (probably abaout one percent from the
total area) near the railway station of Vizola, whose borders: in the east from the Vizola station to
the village of Krushchevo, , In the west area owned by the railway company Vizola and north of
the seller's land. Buyers buy equal partnership. The price is 1500 rubles given in cash upon
signing.
13 AP Mlawa: Notary Office of Kazimierz Kasznica 1912, act # 326
14 AP Mlawa: Notary Office of Kazimierz Kasznica 1913, act # 1437
15 The accepted method in Russia for a person's name is: first name, father's name, last name. When there is a difference,
this is indicated to prevent confusion.
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§2 Buyers declare that they know the land area, agree to buy and pay all taxes from now on. The
notary made a price estimate and confirmed that the legal price is 1500 rubles [for tax purposes].
The first copy of the bill of sale will be given to buyers. A receipt was given for payment of the
purchase in cash and a tax of 7.5 rubles, a municipal tax of 3 rubles and a payment of 5.5 rubles
[to the notary].
Signatures of witnesses and notary. First copy of the registration is given to buyers.

30. Registration of the second part of the purchase - second stage in 1913
On October 26, 1913, the notary Kazimierz son of Yosef Kashnika, a notary in the area under
Plock's court who served in the land registry of the lawyers of the city of Ciechanow, appeared the
seller Bronon Ignacy (two first names) ) Gutkowski and the buyers Moshe Wolf (two first names)
son of Shmuel-Nissan Tilam and Hersh son of Aharon-Yosef Tchorek (both residents of Tetri,
Ciechanow)
§1 Bronon Ignacy sells from the estate a land area of about 0.15 hectars [0.4 acre] near the
railway station of Vizetola bordering the plot already bought. Buyers buy in equal partnership.
The price is 200 rubles given in cash upon signing.
§2 Buyers declare that they know the land area, agree to buy and pay all taxes from now on. The
notary made a price estimate and confirmed that the legal price is 200 rubles [for tax purposes].
The first copy of the bill of sale will be given to buyers. A receipt was given for payment of the
purchase in cash and taxes were paid.
Signatures of witnesses and notary. First copy of the registration is given to buyers.

The Wiesatola railway station was probably on a railway line that ran through a river channel called
Vizetula, and was probably adjacent to the city of Ciechanow.
We found that Herzl's partner in buying the land, Moshe Zeev Tehilim, married in 1898 with Tova
Rosenberg in the town of Ciechanow. Let us recall that the first name of Herzl's first wife was
Rosenberg. In other words, Herzl and Moshe Ze'ev were apparently brothers-in-law! The spelling of his
name in the marriage records is TYLIM, that is, in Tehilim (remember that there is no "H" in Russian
and even in Yiddish “Tilim” is used for Tehilim). The scan of Moshe Ze'ev's marriage registration is not
yet available on the Internet. When it becomes available, we will be able to check the names of his
wife's parents and see whether his wife and Herzel's first wife were sisters.
In any case, Herzel's partnership with his brother-in-law explains the matter of sudden wealth. After all,
Herzel’s grandfather and father were tailors in a small town. Herzl himself was a Talmid Chacham
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(Tora scholar) and a rabbi, and apparently made a living in some work - perhaps even sewing, since it
is clear to us that his daughter Hannah learned sewing at home. But since he was considered a great
genius, a wealthy family probably wanted to marry him with their daughter. Thus the money to
purchase the land and build the warehouse reached Herzl and Moshe Ze'ev from the parents of their
wives, the Rosenberg family. And when his first wife passed away, Herzl, who was already very rich,
married Yocheved, who had very high family attribution.
At the time of the purchase of the warehouse, Warsaw, Ciechanow and Mlawa were within Russia, and
Mlawa was just near the border with Germany. See map of the period:

31. Map of railroad lines from 188316

16 catalog.lib.uchicago.edu G7011.P3 1883 .R3
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Russia is marked with green and Germany in red. The red lines are railroad tracks and the black ones
are probably roads or dirt roads.
Notice the red line that passes from Warsaw to Danzig diagonally. It was a train line to the port city.
The line passes first in Ciechanow and then, just before the border, in Mlawa. One can guess that the
reason that Herzl moved to Mlawa was that he was employed as a clerck for grain exports - first from
Russia to Germany and then from Germany to the ship - a lot of paperwork, customs, railroad
payments, port and ship payments. This is perhaps why he bought the land and built the warehouse
after a while, because he already had the commercial knowledge. According to Hanna TchorekLieberman, Herzl learned English, and he was in correspondence with buyers in England.
We found pictures of the train stations of Ciechanow and Mlawa:

32. The railway station of Mlawa in 190817

33. The train station of Ciechanow 191518
17 http://kolekcjonerski.com.pl/p,mlawa_dworzec_kolejowy_1908r,36,10.html
18 http://tc.ciechanow.pl/fotoreportaz-544-pocztowka_z_ciechanowa.html#/resources/image/fotoreportaze/big/
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In 1914 World War I broke out. The German army began to advance, and then the Russian army robbed
everything in Poland and transferred it to the heart of Russia, apparently in imitation of the "scorched
earth" doctrine that they successfully launched against Napoleon. Deborah Tchorek-Shalem said that
she heard stories about the confiscation of the family's grain inventory. Then, in 1915, the Germans
occupied the entire part of Poland that had been under Russian control for about 200 years. Since there
were Polish soldiers in the armies of most of the sides (Germany, Austro-Hungary, France, Russia),
there were always suspicions of espionage and all the armies exiled hundreds of thousands of people
from their homes.
A picture from Ciechanow was found from the time of the war (note that the army was based mainly on
wagons and horses):

34. A German army passing through Ciechanow during World War I in 191719
In 1918 World War I ended, and as part of Germany's surrender agreements, Poland was re-established
after some 200 years that it did not exist as an independent state.
Between 1919 and 1920 a war broke out between Poland and Russia, and the Russian army conquered
much of Poland and reached as far as Ciechanow. Beginning in February 1919, battles began on the
border between Poland and Russia, taking land back and forth, and at the beginning of 1920 the
Russians broke deep into Poland. Battles were in August 1920 south of Chechnow20,21 Ciechanow and
Mlawa were occupied by the Red Army and for a while the 4th Russian Army Headquarters was in
Ciechanow22. The local population, of course, suffered from such occupation, but we did not hear any
stories in the family. And it is known from oral stories that the family managed to escape to Warsaw
(see below). After a while the Russian army was expelled from Poland.
19
20
21
22

http://kolekcjonerski.com.pl/p,ciechanow_rynek_wojsko_tabory_1917r,1301,10.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Sarnowa_G%C3%B3ra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Przasnysz
http://www.historynet.com/polish-soviet-war-battle-of-warsaw.htm
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During the war anti-Semitic sentiments rose in Poland and the Poles claimed that the Russian regime
was run by Jews (a claim most of which was true since many of the Communist leaders in Russia were
Jews). In addition, the Russians established a government in the territories occupied in Poland by
Russia, and appointed a non-Polish government, that is to say, members of different ethnic groups,
especially Jews. The Polish army used violence against Jews and during the battles against Warsaw in
August 1920 the Polish army detained all its soldiers who were Jews in detention camps. Here is an
anti-Semitic propaganda poster from the war period23:

35. A Propaganda Poster in Poland During the Polish-Russian War "Again Jewish Hands? Never"
Notice that the Star of David symbol in the poster above overlaps with a pentagram, which is the
symbol of Satan in Christian iconography.
According to Hanna Tchorek-Lieberman, the Polish government decided that a Jew could not own a
strategic food storehouse and forced the sale of the business to a gentile. It is not clear whether the
issue of government coercion is correct, but the bill of sale was discovered from July 1919, half a year
after the beginning of the war. It is possible that in view of the Russians' progress, there was fear of an
occupation (which indeed happened in August 1920), and further robbery and destruction, and the
warehouse was sold under pressure. The warehouse was sold for 60,000 Polish marks. The family also
23 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish%E2%80%93Soviet_War
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sold the house in August 1919. The house was built of wood on an area of 1.6 hectares, with a
registration value of 2,000 Polish Mark. Below is photocopy of the sale of bill of the warehouse.

36. The bill of sale of the grain warehouse24
Register 130: On June 2, nineteen nineteen, Joseph Baranowski, a resident of the town of
Ciechanow, an official for Witold Skrovansky, a notary in Ciechanow, license number [?] issued on
May 28 this year by the President of The local court in Mlawa, in the notary office at No. 241
Warsaw Street, in the city of Ciechanow, was attended by witnesses […] presented 1) Shama Wolf
Tillem and 2) Hersz Tchorek, both known and legally capable, both merchants living in the Tatari
neighborhood in the region […] and confirm their sale deal with Stefan Jelenky for the sale of
property near the railway station of Ciechanow, which had beed made from the Smaicino estate in
the Ciechanov region, which they had bought from Bronon Ignacy Gutkowski by a signed
notarized agreement No. 326 before a notary public in Ciechanow on the twenty-first of March
nineteen and twelve and under a notarized agreement number 1437 dated 18 November nineteen
hundred and thirteen, and which has [the property] its own registration page in the land registry
in Plock, and to confirm that they, Tchorek and Tilm received from Wilensky the sum of thirty
thousand marks [a Polish money, we are not aware of the value] for the evacuation of sixty
thousand marks, and they agree that the information will be registered in the land registry after a
request by Stefan Jelenzky [...] . The first copy of this agreement was given to Stepan Yelnicki. [The
original was written and remained in a bound book of the notary, more junior officials would copy
the text in several copies]. This agreement was read to the parties in the presence of the witnesses,
and the text and the results were understood by them, and according to the wishes of the parties, it
was accepted and signed. Taxes of [...] were paid. [Here is a list of corrections in the text made by
the scribe, so that corrections can not be added]
Signatures
The first copy was given to Stephan valanzky on June 3, 1919 [it took a day's work to write several
copies].

The family received banknotes that filled two suitcases. Herzl received an offer to buy a castle with
large agricultural land and a village of 300 families of tenant farmers who worked the land. He asked
his ADMO”R and the rabbi ordered him to immigrate to Eretz Yisrael. In addition, his older brother,
Abraham, was already in Jerusalem for several years. Yehezkel Tahori relates that Grandma Yocheved
24 AP Mlawa: Notary Office of Witold Skroboński, 1919 act # 130
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told him that she influenced Grandfather Herzl Naftali to immigrate to Eretz Israel. The family moved
to Warsaw and applied for a visa to emigrate to Palestine from British rule. At one point, the polish
currency was devalued by the government, which made most of the money worthless, but before that
Yocheved managed to take some money, to take one of the two taxis that were in Warsaw then, to go to
Lodz and buy gold jewelry. A considerable sum was given to the emissary of Kfar Hasidim near Haifa
to buy a ten hectars [25 acres] of land there. According to Dvora Tchorek-Shalem, during their stay in
Warsaw, the family owned a button manufacturing factory.
The family stayed in Warsaw for nine months (the period according to Hannah Tchorek-Lieberman, it
is not clear what happened from 1919 until early 1925), waiting for a visa to Palestine. The visa was
granted by the British Mandate from a quota to rabbis. According to Hannah Tchorek, her age in the
records in Israel was different from her real age. There is a conjecture that the ages of all children were
reduced in such a way that Yaffa Tchorek was registered as a minor under English law - less than 21 so she could join the visa, although she was probably 20-26 (we could not find Yaffa's birth certificate).
According to the testimony of Chana Deborah Gelbert-Fishman-Ben-Nun, she met with the family on
the train platform in Warsaw on their way to Israel in the summer of July or August 1924. We will see
that it was actually in the spring of 1925. Each child had a string with cloth bag with a note with the
child's name, information about the family (probably on which train, from which town and to which
city) and some money for the emergency. Trains were quite slow at that time, stopping every few hours
on a journey of weeks, and it was feared that one of the children had accidentally would drop off at a
station on the way. Chava, the youngest child, was about 6 months old and Esther, Herzl's mother who
immigrated to Israel with her family, was about eighty years old. Hannah Dvora's memory is
impressive (she was four at the time of the meeting), since Esther turned out to be eighty-two years old.
According to the testimony of Devorah Tkorek-Shalem, the family joined the movement of the Admor
Yehezkel Taub of Yavlon, known as "Hasidic immigration." We discovered that Rebbe Yehezkel Taub
was the cousin of Grandma Yocheved (see the history of the Gurman family).
Recently, requests for Palestinian citizenship were found, submitted by Yitshak the son and some of his
sisters, for example a passage from the document of Chava Tchorek:

37. Section of naturalization request of Hava Tchorek, from the Israel State Archive
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On the top row it is written that Chava arrived with a Polish passport or passage document number
2878/3707/25, which was issued in Warsaw on February 23, 1925. Probably referring to transit passes,
which numbered from 2878 from 1925 to 3707 from 1925, of course not continuously. It may have
taken time to get all the passports/certificates since they probably had to make up copies of birth
records from different cities which took time.
The bottom line is that Hava was registered as a migrant in entry number H / 7636-7645, which was
issued in Haifa on 15/6/25. The number of entry records probably dates from H / 7636 to H / 7645,
meaning that there are 10 entry records, probably of the parents and the nine children.
Similar documents were found by Chava's brothers and sisters, who recorded the date of arrival in
Haifa on 15/6/1925 or 5/6/25. It looks as if some of the documents are in error, and it seems to us that
the june 15 date is the correct one. We estimate that the journey took between one and two months. It is
clear from here that they set out in April / May and arrived in June 1925.
The date of publication of the Polish passport or transit certificate was in February 1925, ie they left
Poland later. In one of the documents, the date is dated 23.8.1925, clearly wrong. In the request of the
son Yitzchak, he entered the country with a Polish passport number 356178 issued in Warsaw on
23/2/1925.
The family arrived in Israel and went to Kfar Hasidim. It turned out that the land of the village is
malaria-stricken, and that the emissary of Kfar Hasidim, who promised to buy 10 hectars for
agriculture, disappeared. They were left with nothing. It is known that there are serious registration
problems in Kfar Hasidim of the landowners, and today (2019) the records are still classified and can
not be examined. If and when the confidentiality is released, it is worthwhile to check if there is a
registration of ownership of our family25, but apparently we will not be able to realize the ownership. (It
is known that Rabbi Yehezkel Taub of Livona collected money for Kfar Hasidim, but eventually left the
religion, apparently following the failure in Kfar Hasidim, and moved to the United States where he
became a successful constractor. It is possible that the messenger that we heard about was the
ADMO”R himself). It is known that Herzl refused to prosecute the same emissary for money and land.
The family moved and settled in the Mea Shearim neighborhood of Jerusalem in an area called Warsaw
Homes, on the second floor of the house at 17 Hayey Adam Street and at the corner of Mea Shearim
Street (see the tour guide at the Tchorek sites in Jerusalem). Grandma Yocheved opened a dining house
(restaurant) inside the apartment. Yocheved sold her last and most beautiful piece of jewelry, a very
large gold necklace, to marry Yaffa Tchorek. Hannah Tarkurk had to work hard as a seamstress from an
early age to help the family. Herzel was 53-54 years old, and apparently it was hard for him to start
over from scratch.
Deborah Tchorek said that when she was a teenager, she used to leave Mea She'arim and then take off
her socks so she would not be seen as an ultra-Orthodox woman. Someone saw it and informed Herzel.
Herzel said of him "and the informers will have no hope" and never spoke to him again. Herzel
explained that the offense of walking with bare feet is a minor offense, but the man meant that Herzel
would tell Debora not to do it again, but of course she would again do so and fail the offense of not
honoring a father and mother, which is a violation of the fifth commandment of the Ten
Commandments. "And the informers will have no hope" - this is a curse from the time of the
Inquisition at people who denounced converts who continued to cling to Judaism in secret. Such
denunciation ended with execution by fire.
25 http://www.haaretz.co.il/magazine/1.1859921
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In a certain period, the people of Mea Shearim boycotted Herzel because he refused to go to the local
football field on Saturday and shout "Shabes" to the players and spectators who violate the Sabbath. In
the end, the British arrested several ultra-Orthodox who shouted and threw stones near the field and
took them in trucks to Kishle (the ancient Turkish prison). This was an mass desecration of the
Sabbath.
Herzl refused to follow the custom of Kaparot (controversial among the ultra-Orthodox) because of
animal cruelty and used to give charity to the poor instead.

38. Daughters of the Tchorek family about 1940
Naftali Herzel was known for his outstanding genius in Sha”s and Poskim, and was accustomed to
completing the entire Talmud every year (the usual - every seven years). When he arrived in Jerusalem,
other Hasidim of the Rebbe came from Alexander in the Hassidic immigration and a community was
formed, mainly outside the walls - in Mea She'arim. In the book "Yishmach Yisrael", which is a book
about the life of the great Ga'on Rabbi Yerachmiel Yisrael Yitzchak Danziger of Alexander - the third
Rebbe of Alexander, who was shortly called "Yishmach Yisrael" after a book written by Menachem
Avinoam Makover and Yehuda Moshe Makover, details were written about the community of the
Alexander Hasidim in Jerusalem and the establishment of the Yismach Yisrael Yeshiva in Jerusalem:
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39. Excerpt from the book "Ysmach Israel", part two, chapter 24, p. 661
The title "Grand Gaon [Genius]" for Herzel corresponds to the title given to the ADMO”R Rabbi
Yerachmiel Yisrael Yitzchak Danziger of Alexander, who was the head of one of the two great Hasidic
sects in Poland (Alexander and Gur), and that when he died in 1910, 40,000 people came to funeral.
Abraham and Herzl were so similar you could not tell who was who. But on Saturdays and holidays,
Avraham, who was into the kabbalah, wore white silk clothes and Herzl continued to wear black as was
customary among the ultra-Orthodox, and it was easy to distinguish between them.
With the establishment of Yeshivat Yismach Yisrael, Herzl was the head of the Yeshiva. This is a highly
regarded title in Orthodox and Hasidic society. Everyone turns to the head of a yeshiva in plural and
gets up when he enters a room.
Herzel also served as the organization's first chairman:
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40. Excerpt from the book "Ysmach Israel", part two, chapter 24, page 668. Herzl is chairman.
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Afterward, Herzl was treasurer of the Yeshiva:

41. Excerpt from the book "Ysmach Israel", part two, chapter 24, page 770. Herzl is a treasurer.
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At one point both Herzl and his brother Avraham were among the directors of the yeshiva, both signed
on a letter requesting help from the Polish community:

42. Excerpt from the book "The Joy of Israel", part two, chapter 24, pages 1910-1976.
The Yeshiva was located at 71 Mea Shearim St. at the corner of Sonnenfeld Street in Jerusalem. But
recently (about 2015) it passed from Alexander's followers to another group. Pictures of the yeshiva are
found in a brochure on visit the sites of Tchorek in Jerusalem. The Hasidim at the yeshiva kept the
chairs of Abraham and Herzel in the yeshiva and forbade sitting on them for about 50 years after their
death.
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Herzl passed away on October 27, 1940, at the age of seventy, and Yocheved died on 27/11/1961 at the
age of 78. Most of the grandchildren got to know Yocheved, but only few were lucky to know Herzel.
The graves of Herzl and Yocheved are on the Mount of Olives close to each other and are close to the
tombs of Abraham and Jacob Tchorek. Instructions on how to get there are in the visit Jerusalem file.

43. The graves of Herzl and Yocheved Tchorek on the Mount of Olives
" "מהו”רmeans “our great teacher and Rabbi" and “ "נ בש"טmeans “died with a good name” which is
considered a great honor.
We know that the Gur Hasidim gave the burial plot for Herzel and Yocheved as a gift, since he was
respectable to them, and that they wanted to encourage people from their community to be buried next
to him. Yocheved died after the War of Independence and was buried "on probation" at Har Hamenuhot
in New Jerusalem. After the Six-Day War, her bones were taken to burial in a place reserved for her on
the Mount of Olives by their son Yitzhak Tahori.
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On January 17, 2013, the names of Herzl and Avraham Tkorek were mentioned on the front page of
Hamodia:

Note that Herzl was reduced by several levels from the "great
genius" to "Rabbi Hasid". We, all of his grandchildren, are
probably to blame because we do not observe Shabbat, and do
many other offenses. As for Avraham Tchorek, it is not clear
whether the "Chassidic Ga'on" is equivalent to the "Kabbalist
Gaon" in which he was crowned close to his death.
Byhch”s = Beit Hasidim.
Stiebel = A small synagogue of Hassidim.
Hrah”k = The Holy Rabbi.
Zi”a = His memory will protect us.
C”K = honor and sanctity.
Maran = two hundred rabbis relied - that is, two hundred
rabbis gave him rabbinic ordination.
The ADMO”R = Our Lord, our Teacher and Rabbi.
HY”D = God will revenge his blood – means murdered in the
Holocaust.
AN”S = Our people.
HGH”CH "= The Chassidic Ga'on.
Zt "l = a righteous memory for blessing.
HRHA”CH The Chassid Rabbi.
Shlit”a = who will have a good and long life.

44. Hamodia Newspaper, January 17, 2013
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Ya'akov Tchorek
To Aaron Joseph and Esther were born in 1878 a third son named Jacob. The registration is in the town
of Drobin. We do not know much about him, he apparently immigrated to Israel with Avraham or with
Herzel.
In a town called Zuromin26 in Poland, there is a 1900 entry of the marriage of Jacob Kchorek with
Natalia Necha Drobiner. (The name Drobiner meaning "from the town of Drobin" is common in the
towns of Ciechanow and Zuromin).
No children are known. Yaakov died in 1940, at the age of 62. The grave is located next to the grave of
Avraham Tkorek.

45. Grave of Jacob Tchorek

26 About 40 Km north of Drobin
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